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EXTENDED ABSTRACT

Simulation is the common technique used to assess the
behavior of future computing systems, ranging from embedded
to High Performance Computing (HPC) systems, and including personal devices. Simulators are used to predict not only
performance, but also energy consumption, power dissipation,
reliability information, packaging costs, etc. However, with
the increased complexity of multicore and many-core HPC
systems, performing a detailed, cycle-accurate simulation of a
next-generation computing system can take several months,
negatively affecting time-to-market while also requiring an
expensive simulation infrastructure.
The purpose of this paper is to provide a general overview
of the recent research in software-based simulation frameworks allowing architects to increase simulation speed while
retaining appropriate accuracy as well as providing a complete
system model. Next sections discuss a subset of representative
proposals regarding: i) accelerating simulation time through
the use of the simulation host available parallelism, ii) lossy
simulation techniques that trade-off simulation accuracy for
speed, iii) advanced trace-driven simulation approaches, and
iv) comprehensive simulation frameworks.

simulating many-core systems exceeding one thousand cores
at reasonable speeds. The microarchitecture of the simulated
core, however, is simple (e.g., in-order execution, few pipeline
stages), which is not appropriate for design spaces covering
advanced core microarchitectures or the impact of realistic outof-order execution on the memory subsystem.
Recently, two novel techniques have been proposed and
implemented in the ZSim simulator to make thousand-core
cycle-accurate simulation of out-of-order cores practical [6].
The first technique is using DBT techniques to avoid functional
modeling and push most of the work usually performed by
timing models onto the instrumentation phase, which is performed only once per instruction. The second technique relies
on the fact that at small simulation scales (e.g. one thousand
cycles), most concurrent accesses target unrelated cache lines,
which provides opportunities to avoid synchronization among
cores in the host.
On the other hand, parallelization techniques can also be
applied to simulate specific subsystems such as the NoC. For
instance, in [7], Lis et al. present DARSIM, a cycle-accurate
parallel NoC simulator.

A. Parallel simulators

B. Lossy simulation techniques

Simulation frameworks aimed at modeling tens of cores
or more require from parallelization strategies to speedup
simulation time. Parallel simulators often rely on well-known
techniques such as Parallel Discrete Event Simulation (PDES)
[1], although some simulators implement strategies to accelerate the simulation of time consuming components, which often
provide shorter simulation times than conventional PDES.

Despite the recent advances that speedup cycle-accurate
modeling of many-core systems, modeling a cycle accurate
core could be either not necessary or significantly slowdown
the simulation time. To deal with this fact, more scalable
non-cycle-accurate or lossy alternatives have been proposed.
Two main orthogonal approaches can be found in the recent
literature: approximate component models and sampling.

P-GAS [2] is a cycle-accurate parallel implementation of the
Godson-T Architecture Simulator (GAS) [3] based on PDES.
Other interesting cycle-accurate parallel implementations not
based on PDES can be found in [4] and [5]. In [4], a fullsystem simulator is extended to identify distinct guest execution threads that are mapped to the different host cores taking
into account synchronization patterns among the guest threads.
In [5], Almer et al. parallelize Just In Time (JIT) Dynamic Binary Translation (DBT) techniques to leverage the computing
power of parallel hosts. Both techniques successfully allow

1) Approximate component models: Approximate component models sacrifice cycle-accuracy to accelerate the simulation of individual components. Of course, these models
can be used for those components whose simulation is most
time-consuming and/or require a high amount of computing
resources. It is also important to provide models that offer a
good trade-off between accuracy and complexity.
An interesting alternative approach is taken by TaskSim
[8]. TaskSim presents multiple simulation modes to model
the execution of parallel applications with different levels of

abstraction. These levels range from a simple burst mode
based on memory access and synchronization traces to a
detailed instr mode allowing cycle accurate core modeling,
including options to precisely model the cache hierarchy.
One of the most well-known simulation frameworks that
makes a comprehensive use of approximate models is Graphite
[9]. In Graphite, approximate models are not only used for
the core, but also for the uncore. For example, Graphite
allows memory ordering violations to occur provided that
this strategy does not incur in too high clock differences
(i.e., too much slack) between distinct tiles of the modeled
system. When the slack grows beyond to a few thousand
cycles the threads that run ahead are suspended and tightly
synchronized with PDES until the target slack is achieved.
Although this strategy mitigates scalability problems of cycleaccurate PDES, contention modeling accuracy suffers because
events at contention points are reordered.
Sniper [10] is a fork of Graphite that, among other extensions, provides more accurate core models. In particular, Sniper includes the interval simulation model [11]. The
interval simulation model allows ROB stalls due to misses
and mispredictions to be modeled without the complexity of
cycle-accurate core pipeline simulation. Moreover, recently,
the Instruction-Window (IW) -centric model [12] has been also
added to Sniper. The IW-centric model improves the accuracy
of interval simulation by modeling structural hazards inside
the core and providing a more realistic interaction between the
cores and the memory subsystem. This increase of accuracy is
performed with a marginal increase in complexity with respect
to interval simulation.
2) Sampling: Using well-known sampling techniques, architects simulate only a small percentage of a long-running
workload and use the obtained simulation results to predict
the performance of the complete execution. Sampling can be
statistical [13], [14] or based on application phase detection
[15].
Recent research on sampling show that for multithreaded
applications, IPC and other metrics based on instruction counts
cannot be used to predict runtime due to synchronization
events and uncore contention. Thus, time-based sampling
techniques become necessary [16]. In addition, application
synchronization timing effects must be taken into account
during fast forwarding phases between sampling periods. Otherwise, the accuracy of execution time estimates provided by
sampling decreases [17].
C. Trace-driven simulation
Other option to deal with simulation complexity is the use of
trace-driven methodologies. To obtain a realistic trace-driven
simulation of multithreaded applications, however, a solution
that captures timing-dependent thread execution interleaving is
required. Moreover, capturing this timing information should
be done in a way that allows the same trace to be used for
simulating variants of the target architecture. In [18], Rico

et al. propose a methodology for trace-driven simulation that
augments classical traces with information about parallelismmanagement operations (parops) (e.g., synchronization operations). The extended trace drives a simulation tool that takes
into account the modeled architecture and simulates parops
with an execution-driven engine. In this way, authors combine
the best from both trace and execution driven methodologies.
Other recent trace-driven approaches perform simulations in
two phases. During the first phase, a fast functional simulation
is performed to get the events that will be relevant to timing.
Then, during the second phase the timing caused by these
events is properly accounted. This technique can be applied
to speedup simulation of complex out-of-order cores [19] as
well as multicores [20].

D. Putting it all together: simulation frameworks
Current heterogeneous systems consist of multiple components whose simulation requires different levels of detail
depending on the purpose of the design process. Thus, complex simulation frameworks [21], [22] have arisen trying to
ease the replacement of component models. Nevertheless,
when a simulation framework is not complete enough, it
often becomes necessary to extend it in ways that were not
expected to add new components (e.g., NoC, DRAM) and/or
metrics (e.g, power dissipation, temperature, etc.). Thus, for
researchers an important requirement is the capability to access
and modify the source code of the framework.

E. Conclusion
Simulation of many-core HPC systems is nowadays an active and fruitful area of research. Recent and future proposals
are driven by the need of a fast, efficient, and comprehensive
simulation framework. This simulation framework should be
complete in several ways. First, it should model a wide range
of components and provide the mechanisms necessary to plugin more components as needed. Second, it should allow the
designer to focus on critical components while avoiding a large
part of the simulation complexity. Each of these components
should be able to be evaluated with multiple models with
distinct detail levels, ranging from simply analytical models
to detailed cycle-accurate simulations. Third, a complete simulation framework should provide a wide range of metrics of
interest for the designer and the market. Finally, support for
heterogeneous architectures combining CPU and GPU, as well
as some degree of reconfigurability is surely required. Building
such titanic framework is and will be a collaborative process
between researchers around the globe and it is expected to be
a hot research topic for the next years.
Keywords—HPC systems; simulation frameworks; parallel
simulators; approximate models; sampling; trace-driven simulation
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